At the outset …

We are pleased to present the first issue of the ‘Journal of Disability Studies’ in collaboration with Integrated Science Publications, Delhi. The Journal of Disability Studies is an international, multidisciplinary, peer-reviewed/refereed open access bi-annual journal. This is our humble and sincere effort to fulfill a long standing need of an open access journal in the disability field. There are so many brilliant efforts to start journal in the disability field, some of the journals are successfully continuing since many years but there is dearth of open access journal particularly from India. There is no need to enlist advantages of open access journal over conventional print only or limited access online journal.

SCOPE OF THE JOURNAL

One may observe that ‘Disability Studies’ is an emerging academic discipline and it is quite inter-disciplinary in nature. That is why; the scholars and professionals from diverse academic disciplines are involved in this intellectual enterprise.

The Journal covers all type of disabilities – a wide range of fields - psychosocial perspectives on disability, disability assessment, disability prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, disability in academia, disability research, disability and social stigma, exclusion or discrimination, disability in the context of development, disability and gender, disability legislation, and other allied studies related to disability. Thus, there is a scope for contributions from the various disciplines such as sociology, social work, psychology, rehabilitation, social policy, law, ethics and related fields apart from disability studies.

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTION

We take the honor to invite your paper/scholar work to the Journal of Disability Studies. Your precious contribution will be an eminent source of development of the journal. We particularly welcome papers based on empirical data but we will accept all type of articles: original research papers, review articles, brief research communication, case reports, viewpoint, commentaries, book reviews, movie reviews, literary, my voice and letters to the editor.

WHY TO CONTRIBUTE TO JDS

The Journal of Disability Studies is well equipped with anything required for a professional journal e.g. an eminent multidisciplinary editorial board. ISSN, indexed/abstracted/listed in Google Scholar, ResearchBib, IndianScience.in, AcademicKeys.com, CiteFactor, International Institute of Academic Journals Index (OAJI), Directory of Indexing and Impact Factor (DIFF), Jour Informatics, Directory of Research Journals Indexing (DRJI), Indian Journals Index (INDEX) and many more in future for wide readership and scope for more citation, querycode & barcode for quick accessibility. Journal publish in Open Journal Systems which has an online submission and article taking system author can see in what stage their paper is. We ensure quick effective review and specific feedback to authors. On acceptance paper get published instantly on the principle that making research freely available for global exchange of knowledge though print issue will be twice in a year on the month of July and December. For details information or submission you can visit the website or contact us.
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IN THIS ISSUE

This issue includes three research papers, three review articles, one short communication, one book review, a writeup from a caregiver in my voice section and a case report apart from an editorial.

We will be grateful to you for your valuable comments, suggestions and critics are welcome.

Happy reading and warm regards.

Soma Sahu
Editor in Chief
Kamlesh Kumar Sahu
Managing Editor
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